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s. 110(1 )(b) will lie before a finding has been 
made that the register has been or should be 
amended. In the case where the claim is made 
under paragraph (c), as this claim is, I am of 
the view that it is sufficient to show that there is 
in fact an error, omission or misdescription in 
the register to found an entitlement · to 
indemnity under s. 110; no separate action must 
be brought establishing that fact before the 
entitlement under s. 110 is complete. The 
Registrar conceded that if the action was not 
premature and if there was no fraud, neglect or 
wilful default on the part of the plaintiffs, the 
registration of the forged instrument gave rise 
to a claim under s. 110(1)(c). 

There was then little or no debate about 
the quantum of the plaintiffs' loss. The 
unchallenged evidence of a valuer was that the 
land was worth $285,000 at the relevant time. 
The bank is entitled to possession of that land 
and to realize it in satisfaction of a liability of 
$500,000 plus interest and I consider the 
probabilities are that the whole of the plaintiffs' 
interest in the land is lost to them. That being 
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so I am of the view that they are entitled to 
indemnity under s. 110(1)(c) for $190,000 
being the value of their interest in the land (see 
s. 110(4)(a)). 

Accordingly, for these reasons, I consider 
that the plaintiffs should have judgment 
declaring that neither of them is bound by the 
guarantee and indemnity document dated 15 
August 1990 and, if needs be, rectifying the 
document by striking from it all reference to the 
plaintiffs and restraining the bank from seeking 
to enforce that guarantee or indemnity against 
either of the plaintiffs. The bank should have 
judgment against the plaintiffs for possession of 
the land described in Certificate of Title 
Volume 7387 Folio 367 being the land known 
as 490-490A Flinders Street, Melbourne. The 
plaintiffs should have judgment against the 
Registrar of Titles for indemnity under s. 110 
of the Transfer of Land Act 1958 in an amount 

· of $190,000. The claims and counterclaims of 
the parties should otherwise stand dismissed. I 
will hear counsel on the form of orders · that 
should be made. 

[1[54-444] GREENWOOD & ANOR v BURROWS & ORS 
Supreme Court of Victoria 
Judgment delivered 23 June 1992 
Judgment in full below 

Conveyancing - Restrictive covenant - Application for removal on ground of 
obsolescence- Whether covenant should be removed- Property Law Act 1958, sec 84. 

The applicants, the registered proprietors of land encumbered by a restrictive covenant, 
having obtained a permit from the relevlUllt authorities, wished to commence work on a project 
but first sought the discharge or modification of the covenant pursuant to sec 84 ofthe Property 
Law Act 1958. The defendants as residents of the subdivision were beneficiaries of the 
covenant. 

The applicants submitted that on the evidence the covenant was now obsolete within the 
meaning of the llirst limb of sec 84(1)(a) (that is the section concluding "to be deemed 
obsolete"). In respect of obsolesence they submitted that: (i) the covenant had been so 
universally flouted that the restriction contained within its terms was now incapable of being 
honoured; (ii) the purpose or object of the covenant was now incapable of achievement due to 
demographic and other changes which had occurred iu the area since the sniJi!llivision was first 
created and which had radicallly altered the character of the neighbourhood. They submitted 
that the primary object was the guarantee of Row density living by ensuring that there would 
be only one dwelling for every two blocks. They argued that it would he wrong to suggest that 
the restriction - that two dwellings should not be permitted on two lots - was a separate 
restriction imposed by the covenant or that it was a restriction imposed at all since it was always 
possible (and would have been consistent with the terms ofthe covenant) for there to have been 
one dwelling erected which straddled two adjoining blocks. They submitted that the object or 
purpose of the covenantor applied to and was only capable of being effected if tll:te covenant was 
seen to not only limit dwellings to one per lot but also required that there be vacant land 
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maintained throughout the estate by virtue of there being_ vacant lots be~ide eac!t house._ They 
submitted that the ·objectors were seizing upon the- mechanism- which- was intended by ,the 
designers of the estate, and of the covenant, to achieve a particular objective but one which was 
no longer attainable and were using that' mechanism to achieve-their own purpose of denying 
access to the __ estate to other_ people., .. ',-,_ ''"-' '.": '-'' . 

The applicants altermitively ~rg~~il that even if th¢~)i.~4 ~~t ~§ta~ii_sheci'th~t t~e c!)venwii 
is i>bsolete by vittueo(i:liangesin the charaCter oq~J,e',ri~ighbo~rhood,thert it ..vas .Qbsolete due 
to "otlter:'Circi:tmstliiices'; as prQvided 'foi: in tli.e~ .first limb of se:c l!4{l)(ii). One: such 
citcin'nstante w;~s su6nuited io be t!te \videscale non-observance.pf.tlie c<)venarit by resillerits 

!' ,-, '··· C•'-' ;'1. ,- ·--· { •r.·~r·· "''""' :cf·\-' ." ·- '" · '··'···· ·- ·• 1 ' 1 ~--'' ·• · •.-··· ,.,., 

ori the estate permitting the··erectimi of 'dwellings .on so many .vacant blocks-orr. in purchasing 
their J~rt4 k~Pw~g file!-"~ ')Yas sil_c!fc!ol)fj:~ve~tion. 'J:;!Jey,~U~IJljttedJbat ''othe~·clrc;~mst,a'nc~s;' 
shoul!l irichide, all relev~l!ttO\vn plaitni!lg c;onsid_erations :'NI-!ic.l_I mo~ed ,the AAT.Jo ;!lllow. the 
appeat:They sub".\\tted that legislativi changes had produced the result t!Iat the _Court should 
now haveregard)i/towh piiillnillg conside(ations both in determining whether .. the.cQvemint 
sh~uld ~be"~ega~d¢it. ~~ obsojete~as \veU as' in hayJng regard to those, considerations \fhen 
exerci~i~g discreti9~- upon]lei~g :sati.~fted that tb,.~- apP,l\c~nts_ had, other~jse :est:ii)I!~~~-d'_'tlif,'ir 
case U!lder one ofJhc: ~tegories !)f. sec; ~4(1). , , , :• ,. , .. . , _; , <'i _ <. , .. .. . , _ -_;. 
:;: - The' defendants· subihitted 'that ·considerations which governed -this applicatl~n:shimld 
g'uarante\) th~t 'the covenant hail, a 'continuing vitality suffiCient to' thwai:nhe proposed 
developfuen~; They subil}itted -that whilst the restriction._:_ thllt where a dwelling was erected 
'on one\ifiwci adjoining hits then'ho dwelling was to'be erected !Ill the other-mayhave becofue 
olisolete(lllthougli 'this w~s not conceded) there was 'no doubt that the rest'rid:ioii.::.:. that only 
one dwelling could be erected on miy single lot....:;: hall been:' both honoured arid effective 
throughout the estate and if the restriction was maintained then so too would there be 
maintenance of the character of the area by virtue of there being no inulti~dwelliug housing on 
any individual lots. They submitted that the fact that the population numbers w~re·greater than 
would have been the case had the covenant been totally observed is not to the-point because the 
population density was still less than would be the case if multidwelling occup:;mcy bad become 
or now became a feature of the estate. They submitted that there were both broad and narrow 
purpose~ w~ch could be, attributed to the covenantor:' The br'?ad p~rposes included: "1. The 
restriction of the density or'the housing in the subdivision; 2: the creation of a residential area 
characterised by openness and tranquillity ... ". TheJ: .su!Jmitted. that additionally there were 
narrower purposes which could be ascribed to the designers. of the; estate inc!ndittg: ~'(a) ,th~ 
restriction of erection of dwellings to one pet lot; ••• (c) the preVeJ,ltiOn of,the;ere!=tion of-·1!01!~ 
residential premises such as shops, hotels, factories etc .• .'~. Theysul!mittell tllata decisionof 
the Court to permit the proposed development would be treated as a precedent by Jjle local 
planning ,bo~li_es.: . ' '' ,_ ,.,, ,. . -· ' . 'i·' ; \ ' . '' . 

.. • H.eh/:;forthe defendants .. ,,. . ~ ' . : : I., 

. t:'The applicants carty the Onus of proof to satisfy that an ·order should be mad~. in their 
favour~ Eveii·if'they··do'sticceed··m bringing: themselves within one' or-other of·.tlie parts•.of 
sec 84 upon \vliicli'they fiiundtheidtpplicatioli the Cou'tt still retains a discreiion to rejecHhe 

~;f~!;e1Jr:~~,4~~:.rJ, ~h~~ge;.i;·~~~~~~~;~ct:;~j:~he :;i~·~iu:~l~~.-··. ·., •..• ···'~~.-~, 1',·£ ... ;·· .• · ··. l;';~·· 
2; Properly understood the applican~' arguments as to obsolescence are.~terna~i;v~:_lf the 

enquiry as to obsolescence.shmdd be focused upon the nature of the restricti!)nof land u~er. then 
Jheir first argument would apply. But if it is obsolescence of the purpose of,the covenantw!*h 
is the proper fQcus ot sec _ 84 then· the second argument would apply ;O!l this aspect, !If tl)e 
application: As;tothe applicants' first·argnmem it is necessary to have r~gard,to t!te.terms Qf 
the introductory .WQrds of sec 84(1). !llld t_hose of ,the fir.st !imb of sec 84(1)(a). Subsection (a) 
speaks ofit being the ·~resttictio!l" which ought to_J:!e deemed!Jb~olete ~d that, in, !:\lr~, fil_!lst 
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be read as a reference to and in the context of the opening words of (1) which refer to an 
application made by a person intereste4 in land "affected by any restriction arising under 
covenant ••• as to the user thereof or the building thereon ••• ". The appli~ants 'submit that there 
is only a covenant which prohibits the erection or:two dwellings on two ~ots and that has become 
an obsolete restriction on the estate. How~ver, the covenan~ whit:h ·applied thi-oughout the 
estate contained not one but at least two "restriction(s) ••• as to the user of the land" and these 
were: (1) that where a dwelling was erected on one of two adjoining lots then no .. dwelling was 
to be erected on the other and/or (2) that only one dwelling could be erected on any single lot. 

The applicants' submissions as to restriction (1) are not inconsistent' with there having 
been an intention of the covenantor to ensure that where there was a house which did not 
straddle two lots but was erected on one lot only, then the adjoining lot was to remain vacant 
land. Indeed, the evidence which counsel relied on to .establish the suggested change in the 
character of the area made repeated reference to the belief of the various deponents that the 
covenant was designed to ensure that there would be one vacant lot between every two houses. 

The approach which the applicants urged also ignored the terms of sec 84. The section does 
not speak of the covenant becoming obsolete but of any restriction of user which the covenant 
created becoming obsolete. On this subdivision, at best, from the applicants' point of view one 
restriction on such user (every second lot being vacant land) may have become obsolete but the 
other restriction (one dwelling on any one lot) has not. There would appear to be no reason in 
principle why the one phrase in a covenant might not contain several restrictions. 

3. As to the applicants' second argument there is no doubt that the population density is 
siguificantly greater than would have been the case had the proprietors of the double lots 
resisted the temptation to sell off one lot thereby facilitating the erection of a dwelling on almost 
every lot. 

Only two of the broad purposes (1. and 2.) contended for by the defendants can be 
regarded as being of continuing albeit reduced application. Some of the narrower purposes 
have not been achieved except to a very limited extent. However, insofar as (a) and (c) are 
concerned the covenant has played a part in the achievement of these purposes if they are 
correctly so described and continues to do so. The present application would not however 
impede the continued application ofthe covenant in attaining the purpose (c) above because the 
applicants do not seek to relax the prohibition agaiust the erection ofnon-residential buildings. 
This leaves to be considered whether the covenant continues to have effect in achieving the 
purposes (a) above and if so whether granting this application would defeat that purpose. 

"Neighbourhood" is a question of fact to be assessed in each case. In this case ali of the 
subdivision should be regarded as the neighbourhood. It is not proved that the coven:mt has so 
lost all value as to be incapable of achieving to any degree any purpose or object of the 
covenantor. A covenant may well as in this case encompass a number of objectives. One such 
objective was the maintenance of reduced population numbers in the area and that continues 
to be achieved by the covenant. The fact that the covenant is incapable of fulfilling wholly one 
of its original purposes but may do so to a limited extent is none the less evidence that the 
covenant is not obsolete. 

Obsolete due to "other circumstances" 

4. A sufficient number of registered proprietors have maintained one purpose of the 
covenant, namely, the restriction of dwellings to one per block so as to avoid obsolescence on 
this basis. The applicants' submission that "other circumstances" should include ail relevant 
town planning considerations which moved the AAT to allow the appeal runs counter to the 
long-established view expressed in this Court that the town planning considerations were. not 
the matter which concerned the Court in its determination whether jurisdiction under sec 84 
has been established. 
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Section84(I)(cf"'-·iio subswntialityilr;Y · .... , ' ·· ...... ::·.: : ... ·,,,.. · ·· .. 

· . :S.';ih~· llicb'~t~riiy· in the sriC"ti~~: 'is' b~f~e~ri g~~e'S i~voiving 'sJni~ : g~nuinely 'ieit but 
ui~rib~tai,.ilgj i~~,;~'{;Ji ih~ ~'ite haiid''ruid 2:'!ses \Vli~'r~ ilt~ 1iljufym'a.Y tiuty be"des~ribeii 'as 
substantiiil 'o~'.'tlii!'.otit~r: ±ii~ d~fendhlltS:'w~ulil'~ilff~r:~hbst'a:nti~l' in';uf ·fi· vi~tbe 'df the 
·.·:. 1 ·~ ... ,.,,,-,-~<'· 1;··.,,. ,.,,, 110·:·- • ~,·.-.· -·.·-~·. ·-~~t'i .• ,,_ ••. ,,,,. 1 ~---t .~;. -·•·c .-_. • "f"'", --~-:..,Y r .. ;_ r·- • · •. :·. 
precedent. value 'of a. decision 'which favoured the' applicants in this. case imd that consideration 
. ··,· -. "·'·' ;•_ .• -,.;·-~~-~~J .. '>>•;-, .··_-._;\ __ ,,-·-~.- ,._ .•.•.•. __ .,._ ~---~"''-······ ".-·-:.,. ..... . 
iS ofils'elf.a facfot whiclidemoristrates.that.the clainlunder sec'84(1)(c) has not been made out~ 
.· . :: -~---·.· '" :··-·: .. ~.~- ~-•:- ·;,:.-,,,, ·-~ ·-···'!' .,.,,.·,, .. •···:,~·;: t.·r· .:,.:-~~{-- "·' :,,._-,.,,,~,, ·.-. ·,, '., .,.,,.-., 
Discre_tjOn ·; . .: , · .·_ .. ···-~ . -~rn -;~;;:~:.:q ·' -,.~· .· --~!:.,~.= , -~-~; , ~- .. ,(,.~,:::.:: -:.·· l ,,., r •. ~i.l .r"'·' : . . !~ .. ,_, 

.·: , :, .6; ILwould be-no.:moreJappropriate _in :the .exer:cjse"Qf,:discretiou than it_,wonll!. fbe in 
considering:whether. the. applicants have come·.within o.ne of• the li.mbs ·of;sec.l!4J9.r1the ,c;ourt 
to adopt the role of a town planning tdbunal and. to enlieavo.m: to weigh up all of. the c.ompetiitg 
factors .which bodies ,such as the council or tile AA T may ·consider. · , .. . · 

E}fett'ot legisilziive chiz'nges ' ·· · ' .. • . ' ~-·'· · ' .. '' · ' '' • ' · ·, 
, ··· 'i· ···,_:~·-;.·:;':-~;-c•.~i: !, .:-'·''. • ~~- ,:'"L.". ··-.--:· ·: .... ·, 

7. 1n all of this legislative activity the role of the Supreme Court under sec 84 was left 
untoiiched •. ln th~se Circlli'nstances the only conclusion wliith might be reached is that insofar 
a5 the new legislative· scheme manifests the intention ~f ~he-Parliamimt to provide a ·process for 
variation and/or removal oi're8t'rictive covenants which specifically takes town planning factors 
into account the'Parliamimt has'nevertheless:seen a continuing role for the evaluation of the 
modern relevinice of such 'covenants' according to the well-established prinCiples which the 
Court has applied to applications under sec 84 or the equivalent for 150 years. ' · : ·, 

[Headnotdythe CCH CONVEYANCNG LAW EDITORS] 

.R Gr~enbenier (instructed bySteph~ndon &Cp) appeared for the applicant: .. 
K Williams (instructed by Ri Curtin & Associates) appeared for the defendants.' 

Before: Eames J. 

Eames J: The Applicants; ·Max Greenwood s'ubsequently withdrawn and in:111Y opinion a 
and Margot Greenwood;· are' ·the registerei:l · proper consideration of- the recent legislation 
proprietors of land being Lot 721 'on Plan of · deinonstrales that ·the principles which have 
Subdivision ·No. 10716 and being the land ·hitherto: applied in this Court ·are:· no less 
described in Certificate of Title Volume 9260 appropriate now than they have been iii:the 
Folio 899.· The 'land is· encumbered ·by. a past. ·, · • ·, · "'·' . 
restrictive covenant contained in Transfer No. Lot 721 , known a; l32 Wimbledon· Avenue, 
2084224 and the Applicants seek the qischaJ'ge Mount Eliza, is one of 226 lots :on , Plan of 
or modification of the restrictive ·covenant. 
They ba~e t.heir app.lication on the provisio.n. s'Of Subdivision No 10716. That Subdivision is, .in 

. tum, one of three Subdivisions which tpgether 
s._ 84 of the Prppertj 'Law A,ct 1958:· , . . . were known as the Ranelagh Estate and which, 

:The.,. principJ\'s ~ppJjcable .. to applications ,, in total, compris<;d .795 lots. The two other 
under this section have:.been relatively well. Subdivisions, Nos. 10717 ana '!07i8, were 
.settled by decisipns .of this and other courts. bu( contiguous with subdivision No. 10716. 
this application falls to be determined against a Th H' if h R 1 hE 
backdrop of recent legislation which, it has e zstory 0 t e ane ag state 
been submitted, has radically altered the role of The evidence ·presented to me, as ·to· the 
this Coqrt and . thy circumstances . whjch it history of the development of the Est.ate is 
should now take into account in deterrnining an largely undisputed although attempts to 
application o{ !hili kind, Indeed, at one time in characterise the objective, or puip.ose, ·6f the 
the hearing' of'this case counsel for the · designer is inoi:e colitentiotis': Subdivision No. 
Applicants said that he ·would invite me to 1071'6'·"and the two other subdivisions ·were 
depart 'from·' ihe•' decisions of this; Court 'created in the 1920s. The designer ·ofthe Estate 
delivered· over the past ·thirty ye·ars. This bold was Walter Budey-Griffin and,' in· what has 
invitation for judicial adventurism was been said to be typical ·of ·his design of 
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subdivisions;·< the ;:. Estate . featured ·•. long 
curvilinear. streets :and a ·number of small,. to 
large; parks,· I ;tmisatisfied:that the Estate was 
intended to be a· ·low density residential area 
which treated and •maintainer! tranquillity by 
the· preservation of substantia!. portions of each 
subdivision•in·a natural; bushland; setting. 

Ini\iall};; the ~~~ltb!pughout the.subdivision 
)-'!flS' sold ,j!1)ot~)f two, and_in. e_a\:h case the 
Transfer recoril~d .tl:!at .the Iartd, I.e., _the. two 
lots, \vas transferred subJect \0 a restrictive 
covenant. (Whether the document·· should be 
regarded as creating one·covenant with a series 
of discrete components, or as creating a series 
of separate 'and distinct covenants · was : not 
suggested to"bec a-- matter of· significance for 
present purposes.) In ... many'· instance·s, .. over 
time, ··each --of the: two· Lots. which had been 
identified, .together, :on- •a ·.single ·Title was 
placed under a separate title and the lots were 
then sold. separately. The Certificates of Title 
relating' to' the,,.now single, Lots_, iri virtually aJI 
instances·, were 'endorsed with the notation that 
the Title w·as. subject to the encumbrance of a 
restrictive covenant as set out .in the relevant 
Transfer. In_ each instance the covenant, thus 
identified, was expressed in terms _identical to 
those .. under consideration in the present 
application. · 

This history equates to the situation of the 
Applicants' land, Lot 721. This Lot, together 
with lot ·720, ·was the subject of Transfer No. 
2084224 which, on 20 June 1947, effected the 
transfer of both' Lots from Sequoia Proprietary 
Limited to Wilhelmina Allnutt. The Ce'rtificate 
of Title for thb single Lot, 721,-was granted to 
Violet Portia . Campbell on 27 February 1978 
and • the Applicants became the registered 
proprietors on 9 March, 1988 taldng ·the 
transfer from the executor of that person's 
estate. The-restrictive covenant was a registered 
encumbrance on the title which they thereby 
obtained to the single Lot. · 

Although this ~pplicati0n relates ~nly. to that 
part of the covenant which I have. highlighted 
below' it is relevant to consider the restriction 
thereby impqsed :In the context of the other 
restrictions wbich also appear in the Tni.nsfer. 
The relevant parts of the Transfer are as 
follows: · · · · 

"[SEQUOIA PROPRIETARY LIMITED, 
the registered proprietor does] .. .. hereto 
transfer to the said Wilhelmina Allnutt All 
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l: •-its estate .and.interest:in ALL-:r'HA:r;piece 
o:··of land.being Lots 720 and:721:on Plan: of 

Subdivision· Number- 10716. and:being:part 
of Crown P_ortion One Parish of Moorooduc 

' County of Mcirnington 'ana being parfofthe 
iand · more··- particiilar!Y: - :'describeif ··1 -Iri 

· ~Certjficate of Title Voi\Jme'}5o?9''Folio 
'1125705 ·and the' said Wilhelmin·a Allnutt 
. doth hereby for. herself her 'heirs; execUtors 
administrators · mid · tratisferees •- registdretl 

. , .· . - - ,. , ., -- I -- .,.. 
·proprietor or proprietors forth~· time ·being 
bf the 'said land hereby ·tiansferred '6r any 
part or parts' thereoi'.'covenant·witli ine• said 

··Sequoia .. Proprietary • Limited ·a:nct .'. its 
· · transferees · registered· · proprietor · · ot 
' proprieto'rs for1_tlie time • being of'the land 

now' ·comprised ih tlie said Ceitificaie. of 
'Title ' other . than- the" said · Iali(f -hereby 
'transferred that'she or the{wiii,nci('affix'or 
'display ariy posters. bills or advertisements 
upon any hoarding wall of fence nn the.said 
land hereby transferred' and rio hoarding or 

. structure shall be erected' on the said land 
hereby transferred_ for use as':a bill posting 
or advertisiirg ·station· and that no building 
other than one residential dwelling house 
shall be erected on the 'said land hereby 
transferred and that she or they will not at 
any tilt\e hereafter use or permit or allow to 
be used the land hereby transferred of (sic) 
any part· or parts thereof for quai-rying or 
brick making operations or dig carry away 
or remove or permit or allow. 'to be dug 
can,ie,d, away .or removed any marl . stem~ 
cearth c.lay gravel or sand from qffthe said 

.. land h~reby transferred and it is requested 
tpat those covenants shall- be noted on and 
appear on every future Certificate ,of Title 
for- th_e said land. hereby transferred or any 
part . or parts t~ereof · as encumbrances 
affecting the-same.". 

I am satisfied, ori the evidence, that the 
designers of the subdivision anticipated and 
intended that, as a result of the covenant, for 
each J,ot upon which tjlere would be a dwelling 
erected there would be an adjoining vacant .Lot 
or else, less commonly' there would h'ave been 
a single' dwelling which ran across two 
adjoining Lots. (There .. were, and remain, 
some, relatively few, instal)ces 'where a single 
house does run across two such Lots but for 
many decades the Estate would have been 
characterised by the fact that there were vacant 
Lots on either side of any Lot on which a 
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dwelling was erected.) In no instance, until 
very recent years, was there more than one 
dwelling erected on any Lot in the subdivision. 

Over the years. the Estate has undergone 
substantial changes which would not have 
accorded with the expectations or ambitions for 
the Estate when Burley-Griffin designed it. The 
most significant change is that, by virtue of the 
fact that in so many instances the paired Lots 
have been divided into two titles, the situation 
now on the Estate is that only 36 Lots remain as 
paired Lots with only one dwelling on the two 
Lots. In other words, there remain only 
eighteen instances of a single title identifying 
two adjoining Lots and with there being only 
one dwelling on the two Lots (in a very few of 
those instances there being one dwelling sited 
across both blocks but otherwise there being a 
single dwelling on one, only, of the paired 
Lots). The remaining 190 Lots on the 
subdivision each contain a dwelling house. Lot 
721 is, thus, one of the only remaining 
instances where one of what was or had been a 
pair of Lots has vacant land on the adjoining 
Lot, but in this instance the adjoining Lot 720 
is not owned by the Applicants. 

Given that all of the Lots, with three 
unexplained exceptions, are today held under a 
Title encumbered by an identical restrictive 
covenant it follows that unless the covenant had 
been varied or discharged by this Court, a great 
many instances must have occurred where a 
dwelling was erected on land in contravention 
of the covenant. Counsel for the Applicants 
advised me, and the matter was not disputed, 
that the covenant was modified by Masters of 
this Court, and in one instance by Smith, J., on 
seventeen occasions so as to enable the erection 
of a single dwelling on a previously vacant Lot. 
In one further instance approval of a Master 
was obtained for the erection of two units on 
one Lot and on one other occasion for the 
erection of two units on each of two adjoining 
Lots. The occasions where variation of the 
covenant was allowed so as to permit 
multi-dwelling occupancy on any Lots 
concerned Lots which were (as in the present 
case) substantially larger in area than average 
Lots on the subdivision and the first of these 
approvals did not occur until 1967. 

In all other instances, it can be reasonably 
inferred, erection of dwellings on Lots which 
should, according to the covenant, have 
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remained vacant was done without court 
approval and in breach of the covenant. Since 
the erection of a single dwelling on any Lot did 
not require a permit from the Council under 
relevant planning legislation, persons building 
houses in such circumstances obviously 
decided to take their chances that no successful 
application would have been made by any 
person to enforce the covenant. In no instance 
where court approval was obtained was the 
application for discharge or variation opposed 
by any other person. 

Affidavits of John Francis Stephenson, 
sworn 19 October 1990 and 26 May 1992, refer 
to Office of Titles searches and inspections 
made by the deponent and he concluded that in 
142 instances a dwelling had been erected on a 
single Lot in breach of the covenant in that, at 
the time of such erection, there was already a 
dwelling erected on the adjoining Lots. 

To complete the picture, I was advised of 
four instances where approval of the Court had 
been sought for a modification or discharge of a 
similar covenant on the Estate and where that 
approval had been refused due to objections 
from other residents based, in whole or in part, 
on maintaining the Ranelagh Estate covenant. 
However, only one of those applications was 
made with respect to this subdivision. This was 
an application to erect two consulting rooms, 
and, thus was a use contrary to those terms of 
the covenant which limited the erection of 
buildings to residential dwellings, an issue 
which does not arise here. The three other 
rejected proposals were for multi-dwelling 
occupancy on single Lots but related to one of 
the other two subdivisions which, together with 
Subdivision No. 10716, are popularly identified 
as the Ranelagh Estate. 

History of the Applicants' attempts to develop 
Lot 721 

The Applicants applied to the Council of the 
Shire of Momington pursuant to s. 77 of the 
Planning and Environment Act 1987, for a 
permit to demolish an existing dwelling and to 
replace it with two, detached, single-storey, 
three bedroom houses on Lot 721. The houses 
were to be set one behind the other and were to 
be of high quality, brick veneer, construction 
and were to have double garages. The block 
would be landscaped. From plans submitted in 
evidence before me it appears that the house 
closest to the front of the block would have a 
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floor .area. oL192 square metres and the rear 
dwelling- an area of 216 square metres . .-The 
dwellings would have a total site coverage· of 
33.2%.:' ·, 

. The land is relatively flat and I ·ain satisfied 
that from the street ·a casual observer might not 
even notice the rear dwelling; orice'it was built 
on _the-.. block. :The appearance. of it .being a 
multicdwell,ing block would_certainly not be as 
p1ain as might be the case· for flats or attached 
"cluster' houses''· (as they_ were .once known). 

. ''The' applicatio-n io ·com\cii'for a 'penriit had 
the( support of 'respmisible' officers ' of . tlie 
Planning Departm~nt of lhtd;hlre bufsoiiH"'27 
persons objected to the proposal. On 14 Arigust 
[989,-.Council'rejected the application.and from 
that ·decision the Applicants ·appealed to the 
J:l.dministrativecAppeals Tribunal. The appeal 
was considered .by. Mr. -W.R. Gould on. 16 
February 1990. In support of their appeal the 

· Applicants had · . tendered a . r_report . from 
consultantTown:Planner, Mr. J.L. Coomes and 
that report- was also tendered before me. 

. · · M:r (]6u!d \iphet<\ the appeal and directed that 
a perillit be;- granted, subject to some matters 
which are· not relevant to this application: 
Subsequently, extensions of time have been 
granted to the Applicants for · the 
C0'1lffiencement of !he work on the property so 
as to. await the resolution of the application to 
this Court. · 

·In the course ·of his judgment- on the appeal, 
Mr. Gould had regard td submissions made by 
Mr: Peter co Bergman, the Senioi: Statutory 
Planner of the Shire who, despite his support 
for the proposal· when ' it was before · the 
Council, was then cast in the role of defending 
the decision ·of the ,Council on appeal. The 
submission, made··by Mr.· ·Bergman, was 
tendered before me and there was no dispute. by 
counsel for the parties that I could have regard 
to tl1e . statements. of fact cPntained iii this and 
similar reports tendered before me. . 
,, •'' '' .. '"" . 

· ·rn his Reasons for Decision, Mr. · Gould 
identified the grounds of opposition:·stated ·by 
Mr.· · Bergman · as being threefold and he 
summarised them as follows. One,-·related to 
the iength and appearance of the -proposed 
paved driveway. Another, related to the greater 
visibility of the occupants of two dwellings 
when engaging in outdoor -activities on the 
block (the su'ggestion being that· with a single 
dwelling it was· likely that mariy such activities 
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would be hiddenfrom view by occurring to the 
rear of the single dwelling, whereas such 
activities_w_ould .o_ccur. to the .side of the .two 
proposed dwellings and be mom exposed. to 
observation from , the. street). The third 
9bjection, but the one. first_!isted by Mr. Goul<i1 

was described in the following terms by him in 
his Reasons for Decision: 

• ''R~~eligli Estate ls .. of . l~c'ar. hi~toric 
interest.: A distinctive featUre of the Esia:ie· is 

. _'tf,e' re!IU)ant vegetation- ori the' wlde,~i:oad 
· · · reser¥es and forward of. the various· building 

lines. The subject proposal with its site 
coverage of 33% and large: paved areas· will 

. --destroy.e,xisting vegetation.''?· .-.:' . 

. The· s&bhilssiori of _Mr. Iie;gman expancted 
)lpon)he aspects relatipg to' the cultur~ 'and 
heritage §ignifi~arice of the J':sl~te by referring 
to the history of its'development: Mr. Bergman 
also . 'relied upon the' report' 6£ !he . Urban 
ctiiiservatioii Coniiriittee' 'of the .Naiional trust 
whic~ in pro9eedi11gs relat\ni to oth~r, earlier, 
developni<:;nf proposals, pn other subdivisions 
of tho; Estate, _liad stressed the significance and 
objei:ilve~ of the Burley-Griffin design.· ' ·' 

. : '· • ·>. . . 

· In his Reasons for Decision, Mr. Gould also 
summarised the grounds put forward by. the 
individual , objectors. .-One, related .to .• the 
possible clearance of vegetation on the 7 block 
but the other objection, which he -said ,was 
stressed by the objectors, was that: 

, 'The Est~ie is co~ered by . a serie~ . of 
covenants limiting' building to one' dwelling 

. only j)er ·site: Approvai. of tlie subject 
. propdsal \yould lead .(0 a .'flood' of siffiilar 

applications.'"_· ' · ·~ : · . _.· · · · ·_ · 

Mr Gould noted ' .the . response t<J those 
submissions as made on'behalf of the present 
Applicants. As to the significance of . the 
covenant he·noted that ·it had been submitted to 
him that: ·· •. , 

"Th~ existence of a testrlctive covenant is 
not i relevajlt tOW!l 'pJanrung consideration 

. --::-~See J&,:'A~M ur{i_hj and Ors v City of South 
... Miilbournd PABR 64." . . . . . - .. ' . . 

Mr Gould noted also :that it had . been 
submitted by the Appellantsf:Applicants that his 
decision could not be_ •regarded as a precedent, 
since every application had to be considered. 0n 
its merits. It is important-to note that it_ was also 
submitted to Mr. Gould . on behalf of the 
Appellants that the opposition to multiple 
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dwelling occupancy of allotments conflicted 
with what was claimed to be Government 
policy for Urban Consolidation and for the 
increased provision of medium density 
housing. These objectives were said to be 
reflected in the Mornington Peninsular Planning 
Scheme. 

Although Mr. Gould did not expressly deal 
with all of these competing submissions, he did 
allow the appeal and in the course of so doing 
he referred to the claims relating to the virtues 
of the Ranelagh Estate, in the following terms: 

"The subject site and environs were 
inspected following the hearing. As noted 
above, apart from the curvilinear alignment 
of the streets - a common feature in 
today's subdivisions but unique in the 
1920's- the estate is quite similar to others 
in Mt. Eliza and contains a mix of large and 
small houses, native and exotic vegetation 
and so on. It seems to me therefore that little 
remains of Griffin's original concept and the 
proposal, which would add a further type of 
housing unit to the subdivision, should be 
supported. Further, with the minimum lot 
size of 1200 square metres in use by the 
council for such developments, there is little 
likelihood of a rush of similar applications 
because such lots are very much in the 
minority.'' 

The reference to the size of Lot 721 is 
significant. At the time of the AAT hearing, the 
Mornington Planning Scheme, by Clause 
3.04(2) provided that two dwelling houses 
could not be erected on any Lot which was less 
than 1230 square metres in area and the 
dwellings could not exceed 40% coverage of 
the site. Lot 721 had an area of 1461 square 
metres and 33.2% site coverage by the 
proposed dwellings. The average size of other 
Lots on this subdivision was up to 50% less 
than that of Lot 721. Very few Lots were of the 
required size of 1230 square metres. The 
largest of what were regarded as the 
"mid-block" Lots was 920 square metres. As 
will be discussed later, the planning restrictions 
which Mr. Gould took into account were 
significantly varied by the introduction of the 
Victorian Code for Residential Development
Subdivision and Single Dwellings, which came 
into effect in April 1992. Under that Code Lots 
of 900 square metres could now be approved 
for the erection of two dwellings, and even 
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smaller Lots may also be capable of receiving 
approval for multiple dwellings. A permit to 
subdivide the land would be required and, as 
will be later discussed, recent amendments to 
planning legislation would enable the Council 
to remove or modify a restrictive covenant, if it 
so chose, when granting such a permit. 

I have dealt in such detail with the history of 
the application to Council and the appeal to the 
AA T because, in the light of submissions made 
to me as to the significance of subsequent 
legislative change, it is important to recognise 
the actual bases of the various determinations 
which had been made by tribunals other than 
this Court. 

One further matter is relevant to the planning 
history of this block. The Applicants became 
the registered proprietors of Lot 721 on 10 
February 1988. It was not disputed that the 
Applicants must have been aware of the fact 
that in October 1987 the previous registered 
proprietor had failed in an application to the 
Council for a permit to extend the existing 
dwelling and, in addition, to add two further 
dwellings on the land. There had been no 
appeal from the decision of Council in that 
instance. 

Persons opposing the Application 

Having obtained a permit from the relevant 
authorities, the Applicants now wish to 
commence work on the project but are unable 
to do so because they first need permission of 
this Court for variation or removal of the 
covenant. By Order of Master Evans on 9 July 
1990, the application · was brought to the 
attention, directly, of the registered proprietors 
of 25 Lots in close proximity to Lot 721 and, 
indirectly, to a wider range of people by virtue 
of advertisements placed in local and 
Melbourne newspapers. 

As a result of these procedures nine persons, 
who are now Defendants before me, appear to 
oppose the application. As residents of the 
subdivision I am satisfied that all of these 
Defendants are beneficiaries of the covenant 
(insofar as it continues to provide benefits) and 
are entitled to be heard in their opposition to the 
proposal. In the affidavit of one of the 
Defendants, Susan Burrows, sworn 27 
November 1990, it is claimed that some 51 
named persons (who resided on 31 properties) 
joined with her in opposition to the removal or 
modification of the restrictive covenant. In 
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addition, a further affidavit of the same 
deponent sworn 31 May 1992 purports to 
exhibit a petition signed by some 192 persons 
in opposition to the application and exhibited to 
the affidavit are written notes purporting to be 
statements of objection from some thirty other 
persons. The Applicants, through their counsel, 
object to the reception of those portions of the 
affidavits which purport to refer to such persons 
other than the Defendants. The information 
conveyed, so it is said, is hearsay. It was 
pointed out to me that the addresses given for 
these other persons demonstrates that the 
majority of the persons variously identified 
(apart from the Defendants) do not reside on 
this but on one or other of the two other 
subdivisions which make up the Ranelagh 
Estate. In the case of the petition, I was told 
that only 25 of the 192 signatories lived on this 
subdivision. 

It has also been said on behalf of the 
Applicants that the understanding of the 
objectors as to the nature of the proposal is not 
known and the objections may be completely 
misconceived. There is some support for that 
suggestion which may be gleaned from a leaflet 
which was distributed in the area and which, 
the Applicants contend, shows that the nature 
of the covenant may have ·been misstated to 
potential objectors and the objectors may have 
been led to believe that this application related 
to or was the forerunner of a series of 
applications for the development of flats in the 
subdivision. In the end result, it seems to me 
that these considerations go to the question of 
the weight which I should attach to those 
objections, which derive from objectors who 
are shown to be residents of this subdivision. 

As to the entitlement of persons in adjoining 
subdivisions to be heard in opposition to this 
proposal, counsel for the Defendants argued 
that the three subdivisions together formed a 
building scheme within the terms described in 
Re Dennerstein [1963] VR 688 at 692-697, and 
accordingly, as of right, were entitled to be 
heard because they are, in law, beneficiaries of 
this covenant in exactly the same way as are 
proprietors of Lots on subdivision 10716. 
Whether that be so or not the issue would still 
remain as to whether their objections are before 
me in an admissible form. At the. very least, 
however, the registered proprietors of land on 
this subdivision would undoubtedly have an 
interest in enforcing the covenant should they 
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so choose. This is so even if the original 
Certificate of Title had been broken into 
numerous Titles by subsequent Transfers so 
long as the nature of the restriction contained in 
the covenant and the land affected by it can be 
identified from the Register, as is the case here. 
(See R.K & V.M Roseblade; Re Foenander 
1964-65 NSWR 2044 at 2047; and Burke v. 
Yurilla, Full Court, South Australia (1991) 161 
LSJS 244.) 

It is not necessary for me to decide these 
points. While the numbers of objectors and the 
location of their dwellings might be significant 
issues in an application for a building permit 
heard by Town Planning authorities, and might 
also be relevant to the exercise of my discretion 
if I was otherwise satisfied that the Applicants 
had made out a case under s. 84, the issues for 
my consideration will be the same whether 
there be one objector or fifty or, indeed, if there 
be no objector at all who appears to state the 
terms of his or her opposition. Either the 
Applicants have made out their case that the 
covenant is obsolete under 84(1)(a), or that 
there is no person at all who might suffer 
substantial injury under s. 84 (!)(c), or else 
they have not. The number of objectors is of no 
significance to those issues. Since, for reasons 
which I will detail, I am not satisfied that the 
Applicants have made out their case under s. 
84, it is unnecessary for me to exercise my 
discretion and the number of objectors, to the 
extent that that may have been relevant, 
therefore has no significance in determining the 
outcome of this application. 

Those objectors who appear as Defendants 
submit that, notwithstanding the success of the 
Applicants in satisfying relevant town planning 
requirements, the considerations which govern 
this application should guarantee that the 
covenant has a continuing vitality, sufficient to 
thwart the proposed development. 

Principles applicable to the application under 
s. 84 of the Property Law Act 1958 

This application is made pursuant to the 
"first limb" of s. 84(l)(a) and also to 
s. 84(1)(c) of the Property Law Act 1958. The 
terms of those two paragraphs (I will include 
the "second limb" for ease of understanding of 
(a)) are as follows: 

"84. (1) The Court shall have power from 
time to time on the application of any 
person interested in any land affected by any 
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restnctwn ansmg under covenant or 
otherwise as to the user thereof or the 
building thereon by order wholly or partially 
to discharge or modify any such restriction 
(subject or not· to the payment by the 
applicant of compensation to any person 
suffering loss in consequence of the order) 
upon being satisfied-

( a) that by reason of changes in the 
character of the property or the 
neighbourhood or other circumstances of 
the case which the Court deems material 
the restriction ought to be deemed 
obsolete or that the continued existence 
thereof would impede ·the reasonable 
user of the land without securing 
practical benefits to other persons or (as 
the case may be) would unless modified 
so impede such user; or 

(b) ... 

(c) that the proposed discharge or 
modification will not substantially injure 
the persons entitled to the benefit of the 
restriction.'' 

When I refer to the "first limb" of 
s. 84(1)(a) I mean that section of it concluding 
with the words "to be deemed obsolete". The 
Applicants' counsel advised me that the 
Applicants did not seek to make out a case 
under the second limb of s. 84(1)(a) and 
accordingly no consideration has been given to 
that aspect. 

The applicants carry the onus of proof to 
satisfy me that an order should be made in their 
favour (See Re Robinson [1972]. VR 278 at 285; 
Re Stani, unreported judgment of the Full 
Court, 7 December, 1976 at p. 7). Even if they 
do succeed in bringing themselves within one 
or other of the parts of s. 84 upon which they 
found their application the Court still retains a 
discretion to reject the application (See, Re 
Markin; Re Roberts [1966] VR 494 at 496). 

(a) The first basis for the Application
Obsolescence [s. 84(1)(a)] 

(i) Obsolescence due to changes in the 
character of the neighbourhood 

Mr. Greenberger, for the Applicants, 
submitted that I should be satisfied that, on the 
evidence, the covenant is now obsolete within 
the meaning of s. 84(1)(a). He referred me to 
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Re Robinson, supra, and to the judgment of 
Adam, J. at 281-282 where his Honour said: 

"What does 'obsolete' mean? When is a 
restrictive covenant properly to be deemed 
• obsolete'? This has by authority been stated 
to arise where the object of the restrictive 
covenant can, by reason of changes that 
have occurred, be no longer achieved or 
fulfilled. In other words, through changes 
that have occurred the restrictive covenant 
has become futile or useless. A leading case 
justifying such an interpretation of the word 
'obsolete' is, Re Truman, Hanbury, Buxton 
& Co. Ltd., [1956]1 Q.B. 261; [1955]3 All 
E.R. 559, and that has been followed and 
applied in another case to which I was 
referred, Driscoll v. Church Commissioners 
for England, [1957] 1 Q.B. 330, at p. 345; 
[1956] 3 All E.R. 802. In the latter case 
Hodson, L.J., followed Romer, L.J., in the 
earlier case. 

It appears from that, that if the restrictive 
covenant continues to have any value for the 
persons entitled to the benefit of it, then it 
can very rarely, if at all, be deemed 
obsolete. One really inquires into the 
purpose of the restrictive covenant. In this 
case it seems to be clear enough that the 
purpose of it is to maintain the purely 
residential character of the land which is 
subjected to it. And there is no doubt in this 
case that other lots have been made subject 
to the like restrictions, and that the general 
purpose is to preserve not only the particular 
lot in this case as a residential area, but the 
general area as a residential area ... It is a 
very common type of covenant and well 
recognized as having this object of 
preventing the area being turned into an area 
of a different character." 

Applying that judgment to the present case 
Mr. Greenberger submits that, here, the 
covenant has become futile or useless because 
its "object" can no longer be obtained. In Re 
Robinson, Adam, J. spoke both of the 
"object" and the "purpose" of the covenant 
requiring to be considered. In the case before 
his Honour the covenant itself, by its terms, 
provided the answer to inquiry as to either the 
object or purpose it was intended to achieve. 
That covenant was in the common terms of one 
which prohibited the erection of buildings other 
than dwelling houses and, additionally, 
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specified that any such dwelling had to be built 
at a specified cost which was thought to be 
sufficient to guarantee a high quality of 
residence and that only persons of a certain 
level of income could afford to reside on the 
subdivision. In common with other such 
covenants, time and inflation had eroded the 
value which had been assigned to the minimum 
cost of such dwellings but frequently, as in the 
case before Adam, J. the covenant had 
otherwise been quite successful in preventing 
retail or other non-residential premises being 
built on the subdivision. The application to 
Adam, J. was for the erection of shops. 

In the present case, Mr Greenberger puts his 
argument for obsolescence in two ways, as I 
understand him. Firstly, he says that the 
covenant has been so universally flouted that 
the restriction contained within its terms is now 
incapable of being honoured. Secondly, he says 
that the purpose or object of the covenant is 
now incapable of achievement due to the 
demographic and other changes which have 
occurred in the area since the subdivision was 
first created and which have radically altered 
the character of the neighbourhood. Properly 
understood, these are alternative arguments. If 
the inquiry as to obsolescence should be 
focused upon the nature of the restriction of 
land user then the first argument would apply. 
But if it is obsolescence of the purpose of the 
covenant which is the proper focus of s. 84 then 
the second of Mr. Greenberger's arguments 
would apply on this aspect of the application. 

As to the first argument, it is necessary to· 
have regard to the terms of the introductory 
words of s. 84(1) and those of the first limb of 
s. 84(l)(a). Sub-s. (a) speaks of it being the 
"restriction" which ought to be deemed 
obsolete and that, in tum, must be read as a 
reference to, and in the context of, the opening 
words of (I) which refer to an application made 
by a person interested in land "affected by any 
restriction arising under covenant . . . as to the 
user thereof or the building thereon ... ''. 

Mr Greenberger submits that the covenant in 
this case creates only one "restriction" 
namely, that only one dwelling may be erected 
on the land transferred by Transfer No. 
2084224, which was a transfer of two blocks of 
land, Lot 721 and the adjoining Lot 720. As 
noted earlier, Lot 720 is vacant land and even 
though it is no longer owned by the Applicants 
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it might be ·said that the short answer to Mr 
Greenberger is that, fortuitously, the terms of 
the covenant contained in Transfer No. 
2084224 may indeed be honoured if the present 
application is refused. However, I take Mr. 
Greenberger to be arguing that not only is it 
impossible for these Applicants to prevent the 
erection of a single dwelling on Lot 720 (for 
which no planning permit would be required), 
but also, the covenant has no continuing value 
in maintaining the restriction as, in the great 
majority of instances, throughout the 
subdivision, the covenant has been broken. 
Therefore, it is said, the application of the 
terms of the covenant to Lot 721, in isolation, 
is pointless since it was a covenant which 
necessarily had to apply to and be enforced 
throughout the Estate. 

In effect, what is argued is that the covenant 
imposes only one restriction throughout the 
whole Estate, namely, that only one dwelling 
may be built on two adjoining blocks. This, it 
is said, is a single indivisible restriction. Since 
the majority of, what were, adjoining Lots now 
have a house on each Lot then, so the argument 
proceeds, the single restriction has been flouted 
to such an extent that it can no longer be 
maintained and is, thus, obsolete. One cannot 
attempt to give life to the covenant, it is 
submitted, by reconstructing its terms so that a 
different restriction is said to have been created 
to the one actually identified by the words of 
the covenant. Put another way, he submits that 
there is no covenant which prohibits the 
erection of two dwellings on one Lot. There is 
only a covenant which prohibits the erection of 
two dwellings on two Lots and that has become 
an obsolete restriction on the Estate. 

The answer to this is that the covenant which 
applied throughout the Estate contained not one 
but, at least, two "restriction(s) ... as to the 
user of the land" and these were: 

(I) that where a dwelling was erected on 
one of two adjoining Lots then no dwelling 
was to be erected on the other, and/or 

(2) that only one dwelling could be erected 
on any single Lot. 

The objectors/Defendants submit that whilst 
the restriction contained in (I) above may have 
become obsolete (although this is not conceded, 
especially with respect to Lots 720/721) there is 
no doubt that the restriction expressed in the 
terms of (2) above, has been both honoured and 
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effective· throughout . the, .Estate .. and if the 
restrictive cov<:Onant is maintained then so too: 
will there .be:·maintenance .. of the character of: 
the :area ... by. -virtue of: ·.there· .. being. •no 
multi-dwelling housing on· any -individual· Lots,: 

. Co11nsel for th~ Applidmts' was ·unable· to 
refer ··.me .'to. any a,uthqrity. ·_to sui>Pdrt. the 
interpretation of the obligation imposed b)' the 
covenant as · bei\:ig one· indivisible obligaiion' 
that prohibited ihe en;c,iion 0~ more 'th3Ji one 
dwelling on any two'blocks rather thari it bbing 
a· .covenant imposing 'tW(y disiin9t restrktiolls, 
as I have suggested. He 'argued that it would be 
wtong' to'. suggest that 'the'. restriction which. I 
h~ye identified as (1) abcive ·was 'a; separate 
resilictiqn 'imposed by the covelia!j(,' or.,that it 
was '·a restriction imposed ai an: since it was' 
always possible (and would .. fuivfi' 'been 
consistent with. the terms of 'the·:covenailt)· for 
there to have. been one dwelling erected·which· 
straddled two adjoining blocks. I do .. not -see 
that· as being '·inconsistent with there' having 
been iur intention of the covenantor to ensure· 
that· where, there, was a house which did :not: 
straddle two .Lots but was erected on one Lot 
only, then the adjoining Lot was to· remain 
vacant land .. · Indeed, the evidence which 
counsel -relied on to establish the suggested 
change :in the . character of the area :made 
repeated reference to the belief of the various 
deponents· that ·the :covenant was designed to 
ensure that there would be: one ·vacant Lot 
between every (\Yo houses (I : refer to .. the 
affidavits of· Alexander George Hall, Sir John 
Nimmo and John Royal Wilkinson• and to the 
submission of· Peter -Bergman annexed. to the 
affidavit of Lynton Sheddon). 

In my opinion, the' approach which counsel 
for the Applicants urged also ignores the terms 
of s. 84. The section does not speak of the 
covenant becoming' obsolete but . of. any 
restriction of user, which· the covenant had 
created,, bec<;>miJ;Jg , obsolete, On this 
subdivision,, at f;>fOst,from tl)e Applicants' point 
of view,,.one r~striction .on such user (every 
second Lot being vacant land) may have 
become obsolete but the other restriction (one 
dwelling on any one Lot) has not. There would 
appear to me to be no. reason, in principle;.why 
the one·phrase in a covenant might not contain 
several restrictions, or to use the terms· applied 
by Harman, J. in the recent case of Westminster 
City Council· v. Duke of Westminster & Ors 
[1991]4 All E.R. 136 at 142-143; why the one 
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covenant. might not impose differen(opligations 
or why the one covenant. might not·incc;>rporate 
a statement of multiple purposes. 

.'.The second way in which the Applicant' puts 
his'argument that the terms'of s: 84(1)(a) apply 
is that .it is' said that even: if there were two 
restrictions on. user imposed by' llie covenant, 
tile ciuestioll at obsolescence Is deteihlineil i:ly 
ah examination' of the objeci or,puq\o\ie of the 
covenant and that "by reason of·changei in 'the 
chai=a\:ter 'ofthe property' or' the iielghbourhood 
or other· 'i::irctimstailces. 'bf 'the·'· c'ase'" tlie' 
restiictioii is\1ow obsoleie. ':, ,, ' ,,, : 

.';'-'''' .-.~· . .:.~ . "·~. ,, :~ 

It is said that the neighbourhood has changed 
to such' it' .degree that' the. brigirlal objd:f or 
obJects of the designers' of the· subdivision; and 
of· the' toveriant, is or' are 'unachiev'able> The 
rricist striking change is that where there shOuld 
have been• only ·one dwelling' for ·each'tw6 
blocks how there is, 'Predominantly,: a dwelling' 
on every block.l< ': ...... ', ,. ··.•:·,,' ,, '' ,, 

: '. -' ; ".' ' -•. :~ ( .• ~. ~, • - . J :; : i.. : . '' . 

\\'l!a\, t,hen, was ,the obje!"t '?r purpqse ":'11ich 
this ,\'h.apge, has. rend,erecl .. obsoleteJ,.:.,M;~ •. 
Greenberger answered this question in slightly . 
different, ways. at different tiines. but,. finally, he 
submitt~d,that there ,were \v:opbjectiyes, both 
of which ,have beyome _obsolete. These. were: .. 

' -'-'- · the' ·guarantee' of' low density living by 
ensuring that there woul~' be · only one 

"' i:Iwelliiig fot ever'y two blocks, and ' 

, ~· the · creation o('a holigay , ,area for 
non-IJen,napent res,idepts. , ·.;, .. 

. In, ans~er to a quej;ti<)n from, .me, Mr. 
Greenberger initially said ·thai these two. obje¢ts 
were cumulative purpos~S of the cpi;eil1\Ilt 11nd 
that both h~d to have continJiing rele~ance if 
the' c~venant was not to !Je ,~e~nied. obsolete. 
That seemed to me to pe:, an ifup1:9bable 
statement of what t\1e · dil!ftsperS:on · iriterided to 
be achieved by tlie covenant. on that. accoiuit' 
ofthe purpose of the' ccivenantit W0\11~ I<? lip~' 
that it was intended that. if, ·over Ume; tlie 
n;sidents 'became peq;;a!iiA'r 4\Ve\l~~s "t!i~~ 'i\1e 
prohibition · agairisf the ·erection· of' 'multipie 
dwellings on .each block was to :b.e ·regarded as 
being ·of no continuing force .. l regard it .as· 
highly· unlikely that the. covenantor would have 
contemplated such.an•outcorne and, in the end, 
Mr. Greenberger appeared to agree as .he said 
that the ·primary. purpose of the covenant, and· 
the one.nowobsolete, was the maintenan~e.ofa 
low density residential area. , , 

. . © 1992, CCH Australia Limited.· 
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There is no doubt that the population density 
is significantly greater than would have been 
the case had the proprietors of the double Lots 
resisted the temptation to sell off one Lot 
thereby facilitating the erection of dwellings on 
almost every Lot. The subdivision is now 
zoned Residential Medium Density 3, (not Low 
Density), and I am satisfied that that is an 
appropriate description. Thus, whilst Burley
Griffin envisaged a low density estate that 
status has been lost, probably never to be 
regained. 

Mrs. Williams, counsel for the defendants, 
concedes on behalf of the objectors that the 
intention of the designers was to create a low 
density estate. The fact that population numbers 
are higher than would have been the case, had 
the covenant been totally observed, is not to the 
point, she says, because the population density 
is still less than would be the case if 
multi-dwelling occupancy had become, or now 
became, a feature of the Estate. Multi-dwelling 
occupancy is being prevented by the covenant 
and accordingly, she submits, there is 
a demonstrable value in the maintenance of 
the covenant which accords with one of the 
objectives of the covenantor, namely, the 
control of population numbers by the 
prohibition of the erection of more than one 
dwelling on any one Lot. 

Mrs. Williams further submits that there 
were both broad and narrow purposes which 
can be attributed to the covenantor. Among the 
broad purposes she identified the following: 

I. The restriction of the density of housing 
in the subdivision; 

2. The creation of a residential area 
characterised by openness and tranquillity, 
embodying the spirit of the design by Walter 
Burley-Griffin; 

3. The creation of a country club style 
estate; 

4. The creation of a holiday area. 

There is evidence before me from Town 
Planners, from long time residents in the area 
and from bodies such as the National Trust, 
which would support the assertion that all of 
these broad concepts or objectives had at some 
time been claimed by or been attributed to the 
designers of the Estate. In my opinion, only the 
first two could be regarded as being of 
continuing, albeit reduced, application. Mrs. 
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Williams submitted that, additionally there 
were narrower purposes which could be 
ascribed to the designers of the Estate. These, 
she said, included: 

(a) The restriction of erection of dwellings 
to one per Lot; 

(b) The restriction of the erection of 
dwellings to one for each two Lots (which 
would also allow one dwelling to straddle 
two Lots); 

(c) The prevention of the erection of 
non-residential premises such as shops, 
hotels, factories, etc; 

(d) The creation of a predominant pattern of 
there being a vacant allotment between 
every two houses. 

As to these narrower purposes, Mrs. 
Williams concedes that (b) and (d) have not 
been achieved except to a very limited extent. 
However she does not concede that the 
covenant is therefore obsolete for the purpose 
of achieving those two narrower purposes. In 
my view, however, the fact that so few vacant 
Lots remain does point strongly to that being 
the case. For reasons which I will state, 
however, I do not find it necessary to decide the 
case on this aspect of the claim of 
obsolescence. I agree with her submission that 
insofar as items (a) and (c) are concerned, the 
covenant has played a part in the achievement 
of these purposes, if they are correctly so 
described, and continues to do so. 

The present application would not, however, 
impede the continued application of the 
covenant in attaining the purpose (c), above, 
because the Applicants, if successful in this 
application, seek a variation of the covenant 
solely to allow two residential dwellings to be 
erected on one Lot. They do not seek to relax 
the prohibition against the erection of 
non-residential buildings. This then leaves me 
to consider whether the covenant continues to 
have effect in achieving the purpose _(a) above 
and, if so, whether granting this application 
would defeat that purpose. 

Mr. Greenberger submitted that the object or 
purpose of the covenantor applied to and was 
only capable of being effected if the covenant 
was seen to not only limit dwellings to one per 
Lot but also required that there be vacant land 
maintained throughout the Estate by virtue of 
there being vacant Lots beside each house. He 
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ljfgl!ed that the defendants were confusing the 
object/purpose , of the . covenant with , the 
m~chanisms.• which were .9esigned to achieve 
that end. Thus, he said the original purpose of 
the designer to ensure low density living has 
b~en: ihwaited buf the covenant coniimies to 
express, as one part of the origimil mechanism 
for achievement of the; now unattainable, 
purpose, · the restriction on multi-dwelling 
occupancy on any Lot:.· . · ·• 

Mr. Greenberger submits that the obj~ctors 
are seizing upon ·a mechanism which was 
intended· by the designers of the Estate, and of 
the covenant, to achieve a particular objective, 
but one which is no longer attainable; and are 
using that mechanism to achieve their . own 
purpose of denying access to the Estate to other 
people. There is evidence before me, )"hich I 
accept and. which both partietrely upo:n to 
establish different points, that there is a demand 
for the style of housing \\:hich the Applicants 
propose ~o build, _if . p~rm\\tesl. The two 
dwellings are'Iikely to bepriced in the range of 
approidmately $400,000, each, and would have 
a particular .market among older members of 
the community .. 

There is force in these matters raised by Mr. 
Greenberger ·and it is necessary to consider 
carefully ·the'authorities as to the question of 
obsolescence ·as raised in s. 84. 

. To apply th~ wm:d~· of Adam, J. ~ited eariler 
from· Re Robinson, supra at 281-282, the 
question is whether, by virtue of tlie changes in 
the· ·· neighbourhood, oi due to other 
circumstances, it can be said that the object of 
the .. covenant can no longer· be achieved or 
fulfllled. To adopt the alternative phrase of 
Adam,' J. the' question is whether "the 
restrictive covemint has· become futile or 
useless",' In Re Robinson. the 'object of the 
covenant ·was easily' determined, being the 
maintenance of Jhe suodi~ision' as a purely 
<esidential ar~a. His Hoiiori? spoke of this as 
being tli.e "general. purpose':· , <Uid used the 
~xpressloil "object" as.:beiiig· intercl)angeable 
with "general purpose''. · 

Ad~, J. held~ !'t isJ,, that' the cov~nant was 
not obsolete because the area, having been 
retained as ·a purely residel)ti~l area, continued 
to be protected .by _the covel)ant which " .. : is 
still, as it always was from its inception, one 
capable of benefiting tho.se who are entitled to 
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enforce it,,_and t.hose who ,are .ipterested. to 
maintain the re~idential character of the area'• ''' 

In the·cise··of liz re'Henderson's Conveyarir':'e 
[1940] ·1 Ch, '835 'at ·846; the judgment of 
Farwell, J:which was approved•by 'Gillard; J: 
in Re Cook [1904]· V .R.' 808· and by• the• Full 
Court in Sti:mi's Case;:supriti at'p:-9; 'identified 
the tesfililder-the-·fifst'limli•of ~. 84(1) in"thde 
ternis::. : ;l < ·(· ' ·'~··, ··' : ... ··:-, -:< ·'·.">"'. 

. ' , , : , ·: ·.L ·~ . ; • ', .. :·'. . ·~ . :. : . .,- ~ , 
".:. by)eas_on of.~. ch~ilge .Ill the char~~tet 
of tne. property i:it'the neighbourhood,. tlie 
restriction is one which is no I. longer 
enfon':eable· or /has become, ·of no· value." 

· (my ·emphasis). ,.:, · .,'- . .... · ·' 
. . ' ''1' . . ' . ? . ! ,. .,~ '. ·. ·• : • . ' .' •• -

"Neigl)l:JO\Jrhood';I,s a question Qf factt<;> .. be 
assessed in·. each· case·. (See Re Miscanible's 
App/icati6~ [1966] y.R.. ,596 ac.6~2;.J?~R.k. 4 
V.M. Roseolade; Re'F oeizimder'l964~65 NSWR 
20M ai :io4822049.) In the case be for~ ;rter am 
satisfied th~t ali' of the subdivision No''i0716 
~hould ~5' '.fegiitded, as \~6, t)eigh~9~ih0oei btl\ 
whether or not t\le coiic<;opt' c5C\ieighbol!rl!e>od 
should' 'lie· hroacteried · to eiicqn\pass'· the two 
other subdivisions, which 'togeth~t. i'nake up the 
Rane!agh Estate .• of' b~ narrowed to. (iniy apply 
to the streets immediate!:/ stirroundiiijfLot 721, 
the relevant 'considerations and' the re$ult of this 
application would be thesame: · · 

One of the difficulties which . this. case 
presents is thatjn maq)l,9f.Jhe ~utho.rities upon 
which both counsel relied the situation was that 
the purposefobject of the covenant .wai e?sjly 
discovered and, thus, remarks by the JU:dges in 
those cases as 'to the necessity fat contrasting 
the ·impact of changes to the neighbourhood 
with the purpose/object of the covenant can be 
misleading when applied to the facts of the 
present case. 

This problem was addressed by Gillard, 1. in 
Re Markin; Re Roberts [1966] V.R. 494 at 496. 
His Honour was dealing with a covenant which 
prevented a landowner from subdividing his 
land into blocks smaller than three-quarters and 
one quarter of an acre, respectively, and also 
limited the use of each Lot to. the erection of a 
dw~lling at a co~t of not les~ (han $2400, The 
applicant was: the . original coyenantee, · who 
made the application , out. of .a sc;onse of 
obligation to . others who , had purchased 
allotments from her .. The Applicant herself not 
only. supported the. reme>val of the cove11ant for 
the benefit of the. purchaser of the. subject land 
but she had acquiesced in many other .instances. 
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where those who had purchased land from her 
had simply ignored the restrictive covenant. 

Gillard, J. spoke of the burden which fell on 
an applicant under s. 84 and said that the 
applicant had to prove "that the original 
purpose in imposing the covenant can no longer 
be achieved because of changes in the character 
of the property or the neighbourhood ... ' '. His 
Honour added, at 496: 

"Now it is no light task to sustain this 
burden. In many cases, the real purpose is 
not easily discovered and, accordingly, it is 
difficult to discover whether the restriction 
has become obsolete. But I believe there has 
been an express or tacit waiver of the 
requirements of the minimum area both by 
the original covenantee and other persons 
entitled to the benefit of the covenant, 
whereby what might have been regarded 
formerly as being a prerequisite to the 
creation of what in modem parlance is 
called a 'green belt' has now become a 
relatively populated residential zone in 
which the concept of a green belt has been 
lost.'' 

Counsel for the Applicants, in this case, 
would, no doubt, draw comfort from the words 
of Gillard, J. and would suggest that in this 
case there has been tacit waiver, at least, by 
those other residents of the subdivision who 
have either purchased or sold a Lot which was 
originally one of a pair and, who by erecting a 
dwelling on a vacant Lot or purchasing 
knowing that no vacant Lot now adjoined their 
Lot, acquiesced in the wholesale disregard of 
the terms of the covenant. Furthermore, it 
could be said, if the intention in providing for 
vacant Lots between each dwelling was to 
create a "green belt" then in this case, too, that 
objective had been lost. The area is, so it is 
said, a residential area much like any other. 

There are, however, significant differences 
between the two cases. In the first place, 
Gillard, J. placed great emphasis on the fact 
that it was the original covenantor who sought 
the variation of the covenant and upon the fact 
that few other beneficiaries of the covenant had 
demonstrated any interest in its continued 
application. In the instant case there is no doubt 
that notwithstanding the degree to which there 
had been breaches of one restriction in the 
covenant, (which would have maintained a 
vacant Lot between each other Lot), the 
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restriction against multiple dwelling· erection 
had stood firm. Furthermore, whilst the area 
may have lost some of the "green belt" 
features which would have characterised the 
Estate had the first restriction been maintained, 
an examination of photographs which were 
tendered before me and were said to be 
representative of the whole subdivision 
indicated that there was an atmosphere of leafy 
tranquillity which remained and which, so the 
objectors believed, was threatened if the 
restriction on multi-occupancy dwellings was to 
be removed. It is important to note that the test 
which Gillard, J. adopted, was that of Farwell, 
J. in Chatsworth Estates Co. v. Fewell [1931]1 
Ch. 224 at 229, where the question of the 
obsolescence of the covenant was expressed in 
these terms: 

"But to succeed on that ground the 
defendant must show that there has been so 
complete a change in the character of the 
neighbourhood that there is no longer any 
value left in the covenants at all." (My 
emphasis) 

Such an issue is a question of fact to be 
determined in each case and I am not satisfied 
that the covenant has so lost all value as to be 
incapable of achieving, to any degree, any 
purpose or object of the covenantor. In my 
opinion, there need not be only one purpose or 
object attributed to the covenantor. The 
covenant may well, as in this case, encompass 
a number of objectives. (See Re Cook (1964) 
V.R. 808 at 811, Westminster City Council v. 
Duke of Westminster, supra, at 142-143 and 
A.J. Bradbrook and M.A. Neave "Easements 
and Restrictive Covenants in Australia" (1980) 
p. 408.) One such objective, in my opinion, 
was the maintenance of reduced population 
numbers in the area and that continues to be 
achieved by the covenant (although to a lesser 
degree than the designers of the Estate may 
have liked). The fact that the covenant is 
incapable of fulfilling, wholly, one of its 
original purposes but may do so to a limited 
extent is nonetheless evidence that the covenant 
is not obsolete. (See Re Miscamble' s 
Application [1966] V.R. 596 at 597.) 

The test may also be posed not in terms of 
whether there is any remaining capacity to 
achieve an objective of the covenantor but in 
terms of the benefit which it might provide to a 
person entitled to its benefit. (This alternative 
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approach appears to be accepted by the author 
Dr. S. Robinson in his recent work "The 
Property Law Act, Victoria", (1992), at 
p. 182, note 10.) In theory at least, it could be 
possible, in my opinion, for a covenant to be 
held not to be obsolete because it provides a 
continuing benefit to persons by maintaining a 
restriction on the user of land, and this could be 
so, notwithstanding the fact that the purpose for 
which it was designed has now become wholly 
obsolete. The two concepts have not always 
needed to be kept distinct in. the decided cases 
as the following passage from the judgment of 
Adam, J. demonstrates in Re Robinson, supra 
at 282: 

"(It appears from the cases) that if the 
restrictive covenant continues to have any 
value for the persons entitled to the benefit 
of it, then it can very rarely, if at all, be 
deemed obsolete. One really inquires into 
the purpose of the restrictive covenant. In 
this case it seems to be clear enough that the 
purpose of it is to maintain the purely 
residential character of the land which is 
subjected to it." 

As noted earlier, Adam, J. was there 
concerned with a case where the object of the 
covenantor and the advantage gained by the 
beneficiaries were one and the same but that 
need not always be the case. For this case the 
question is academic since I have found that 
one of the objects of the covenantor was to 
reduce the number of people capable of living 
in the Estate and I have further found that that 
is a benefit which the objectors may still obtain 
if the covenant is retained. 

(ii) Obsolete due to "other circumsltam!ces" 

The Applicants, alternatively, argue that if 
they have not established that the covenant is 
obsolete by virtue of changes in the character of 
the neighbourhood then it is obsolete due to 
"other circumstances" as provided for in the 
first limb of s. 84(l)(a). One such circumstance 
identified is said to be the wide-scale 
non-observance of the covenant by residents on 
the Estate in permitting the erection of 
dwellings on so many vacant blocks or in 
purchasing their land knowing there was such 
contravention. It is said that this wholesale 
disregard for the covenant constitutes such a 
changed circumstance as to have made the 
covenant obsolete. · In my opinion sufficient 
numbers of registered proprietors have 
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maintained what I regard as being one purpose 
of the covenant, namely, the restriction of 
dwellings to one per block so as to avoid 
obsolescence on this basis. 

It was submitted by Mr. Greenberger that 
"other circumstances" should include all 
relevant town planning considerations which 
moved the AAT to allow the appeal. This 
submission runs counter to the long-established 
view expressed in this Court that town planning 
considerations were not the matter which 
concerned the Court in its determination 
whether jurisdiction under s. 84 has been 
established. (See Stani's Case, supra at p. 6 but 
contrast Perth Construction Pty. Ltd. v. Mount 
Lawley Pty. Ltd. [1955] 57 W.A.L.R. 41 at 
46.) Mr. Greenberger does not dispute that that 
has been the approach of this Court to date, but 
submits that it is an approach which is out of 
touch with modem requirements for the 
development of land. For reasons which I will 
consider later I am not attracted by this 
argument and I decline to consider "other 
circumstances" as being an invitation for me to 
adopt the role of a town planning tribunal. I do 
not, in any event, consider the material before 
me to be such that I would feel persuaded that 
the competing argument of the Applicants and 
the Defendants would be resolved in favour of 
the Applicants even if I was to apply what I 
regarded as being town planning principles to 
this exercise. 

It was further submitted that "other 
considerations" include the fact that the 
covenant has been modified by the Court on 20 
occasions to allow a single dwelling to be 
erected on a vacant Lot and to permit more than 
one dwelling to be erected on three Lots. I do 
not regard these as relevant matters, given that 
in no instance were they opposed applications 
and the issues raised in this application 
probably were not taken into account for that 
reason and, in any event, those applications 
were of a substantially different kind to the one 
before me. 

The onus is on the Applicants to satisfy me 
that the covenant has lost all value in achieving 
its purpose as a result of changes. which have 
taken place in the character of the 
neighbourhood or due to other circumstances 
and I am not so satisfied. The application 
cannot succeed, therefore, under the first limb 
of s. 84(l)(a). 

© 1992 CCH Australia Limited 
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(b)-The Secon!l Basis-for the. Application . ...,-,;; 
NoSubstantial-lnjury [s_ •. 84(l)(c)]_-:_ ,. ~;t • -c.o 

"' ' .~ - ' '; ,. • "--< •. ' .: . - -·. "' '' .;, 
The Applicants· _- fac~-· the· iask· ''under 

s,-' 84(l)(c) of having :to ;prove~a,_neg!ltive, 
namely; thaUhe proposed, modificatio!l qf the 
covenant wi!Lqnot subWmtially -injl!r~·;, thos_e 
persons-entitled _to the benefj,t of tl;le re_str\cti0n. 
Arguably, the Applicants carry_tl;le. fui'ther tasl< 
.of-having to jdentify·•those. persons -'Mh<:l .',Vere 
thus_ -.entitled,- ,so;,;;as;._,to ."then negate ._,the 
sugges_tion that-those persons_ would suffe~;,$l)Ch 
adverse;effects (See Perth -Constructiq~- Pty. 
Ltd. v .. -Mount Lawley Pty .. •f-.td, [1955].-:57 
,WALR 4!. at 47; and'l'he /lpplir;ation by G~n,til? 
Nominees.- Pty, ;Ltd_-,- unrepor,t~d. judgment qf 
O'Bryan,-J., 19Februaiy•l988.atp.))o.c ·- ., 

in Re Rdbinson 'suprli" at 284-Z85, Adarri, i. 
n6ied -tliadhe adverb qsubstantially" did riot 
occiit iii,- the' equivalent 'English 'legislation' and 
took 'tlie view 'thiit ihls did"not' 'lead to 'any 
significant differeric~ in 'the maimer'- iihvliid\ 
the respective· sMiites -sliould- be Interpreted 
since, as was held in Ridley v:·"Tayio'r [1965]1 
W.L.R. 611, ihe'purpos~ of -s~"84(l)(c) was, 
according to 1\dam, J.: ,; 

· ·•: .. to preClude vexatious 'opposition ca·ses 
- 'where,there'is'no genuineness or sinceriiy or 
' bona fide- opposition' on any reasonable 

gtm,mds. There one can say that despite the 
opposition - ·the proposed discharge 'or 
modification does riot injure. the persons 
entitied to the benefit of the restriction. In 
Ridley v Taylor, I thirlk, it was stated that 
paragraph (c) was 'so to speak, a· long stop 
against vexatious objections - to .ex_tended 
user - and . is to deal with · frivolous 

··Objections.'·.'·!" ': ,,~,.~ J 

Whilst, in my opinion, the restriction 6f(c) 
to "substantial" injury would enable the 
\Ve~diil'g ·o\lt of vexatious -objections to 
modification or removal of ,a covenant_ the 
dichotomy ·_ in' the section is . not between 
vexatious and non-vexatious claims but· is 
between' cases involving ~orne:' genuinely felt 
but"irisubstantial injury, on the one hand, and 
cases where the injury may truly be described 
as substantial, on the other. (See Re Alexandra 
[1980] V.R. 55 at 6L) The Full Court in 
Stani's-,Case,- supra at 10, considered the 
interpretation of Adam, J. as to the effect of the 
word "substantial" and did not take it as being 
inconsistent ,with the. approach- adopted. by 
Gillard, J_ in Re Cook, supra, which the Full 
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coul,tappr.<?ved,, In that .cas~, at 81(), (Jjll;rrd; J. 
said,that;the approach.whichshquld be adopt!'~ 
is that thi' court shol,lld. -approach ftl~. case, fr.o_lll 
the.;poin_t_of view oE•.t.l\e beneficiary• of th\' 

; , '.'$u'ch injui:y' Fa~'_o~ly be. properly as~esse'd 
-. • · · b/ a . conip.arisBn · ·between the" benefits 
- !nierid~d io''be ; c6riferred- a~d 'iicillaliy 
. ' 66ri¥erred by thd tbveilani lniti~lly on the 
· · pe~~oiJs,:,enti!I~<i thereto -~nd' !he' i~8uiiant 
·. begents, if any' 'ieriiairiing tp such persons 

' . a{ter the" :covenant ' has -been,, modified- If 
· from.' .the 'evidince, it . appeiiis . that_ the 

d)fferynce .. bet)'l~en . the tw? : will ,n<;>t .be 
. _sub$t;mtial, then the. applicant will hiive 

.. esiabiished_'a
1 
case fc:ii- the' exercise of thy 

Court's :discretion· tinder panigraph (c):)p 
'order td 'illake this comparison it is proposed 

... tCFc.OnsYdef; What benefits thi:: cO\ie·nant~ovet 
' th{sub]e.~t hnci may.'liave ,cori~erred' upon 

the persons entitled' thereto, and thim'·io 
assess whether the modification' of sucil 
covenant would or would not substantially 

" diminish the benefits so aiscovered." ·' 

•. In'si~izi•; CasetheFuiJ Co~rt upheldth~'trla,l 
Judge's findipg. that there. was substantiar'injuf-¥ 
occasi9ned to othel'_ residents who ppposed .~ 
proposal to _erect two self contained _.flats under 
the roof of a single storey dwelling contrary_ to 
a covenant which pennitted only one dwelling 
house on an allotment. The Full Court said that 
there must · be ''real -and not · a · fanciful 
detriment'-', (supra at 10). The· Full Court•did 
not rejeCt the mal Juage's conclusion that the 
covenant had given residents the benefit of a 
limited density of population and . proteCted 
them from the detrimental effect' of'increased 
dimsity, T)le (::ourt added (at 11): . ' ". ,. . . . 

"This ben~fit. wo~ld J>e,,, ~roded by the 
rnOdificatiol' SOI,lgh_t_ in tl)is instance. We are 
-dispgsed .to agree 'that, if.fue C<)Venant were 
modified as sought, this _might well be used 
to· support-fuuher app!ldttions resulting .in 
further encrpachni.ent and in the long run the 
object sought when the covenant was 
imposed would be completely defeated. An 

- examination .of the plan pf subdivision 
shows \hat tp'ere ,are a number of allotments 
in respect of which an application ~uch as 
this could be made, supported by the same 

. arguments as _ were used to justify this 
applica~OI\." _ 
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It was submitted to me on behalf of the 
Defendants that a "floodgates" argument is 
now especially appropriate in this case because 
the Victorian Code for Residential 
Development, which has recently been 
introduced, would allow applications for 
subdivision and erection of multiple dwellings 
on many of the blocks in the subdivision. A 
decision of the Co\lrt to permit the proposed 
development of Lot 721 would, it is submitted 
by the Defendants, be treated as a precedent by 
the local Council and by planning bodies. On 
the other hand, Mr. Greenberger submits that 
every application would have to be treated on 
its merits; there can be no precedent, he says. 

It is to be noted that one factor which Mr. 
Gould expressly considered in determining the 
AAT appeal was that it was unlikely that other 
blocks could be used for multiple dwellings as 
they were too small to meet the minimum size 
requirements of the Planning Scheme. That is 
no longer the case. 

In my opinion the Defendants would suffer 
substantial injury by virtue of the precedent 
value of a decision which favoured the 
Applicants in this case, and as the Full Court 
decided, in Stani' s Case, that consideration is 
of itself a factor which demonstrates that the 
claim under s. 84(l)(c) has not been made out. 

Discretion 

Had the Applicants satisfied me that they had 
made out a case under one or other of the heads 
of s. 84 for the discharge or variation of the 
covenant there would still remain the 
entitlement of the Court to refuse the 
application in the exercise of the discretion 
which undoubtedly remains. (See Re Cook 
[1964] V.R. 808; Re Markin [1966] V.R. 494; 
Re Ghey & Galton's Application [1957] 2 Q.B. 
600; Re Stani, supra at p. 7 .) 

Relevant considerations for the exercise of 
the discretion might include town planning 
issues (See Kort Pty. Ltd. v. Shaw (1981) 50 
LORA 237, decision of Burt, C.J.; Perth 
Constructions Pty. Ltd. v. Mount Lawley Pty. 
Ltd. [1955] 57 WALR 41 at 46) and in that 
regard it would be relevant to note that, on the 
evidence, there had been changes in the area 
from the time when the subdivision was 
designed so that there is now a demand for this 
type of dwelling on the Estate whereas there 
would not have been in earlier times. This may 
be due to changes in the average ages of those 
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living on the Estate, there being more elderly 
residents than had earlier been anticipated, or 
there_ may be other factors at play. 

The extent to which · town planning 
considerations should be taken into account in 
the exercise of discretion is not clear on the 
authorities. In both Kort Pty. Ltd. v. Shaw and 
the Perth Constructions Pty. Ltd. case the 
judgments suggest that town planning 
considerations were only taken into account in 
broad terms. Thus, where the covenant was 
shown to deny a use permitted by the planning 
scheme it might be said that the covenant 
reflected an approach quite out of touch with 
modem town planning principles and would 
operate quite unfairly upon the applicant. In 
Robinson's Case, where there was such a 
situation of the covenant denying the only use 
permitted by the planning scheme, Adam, J. 
was not called upon to exercise his discretion 
but noted, at p. 286, that had he been so 
required then he could see no reason why he 
would not have exercised the discretion in 
favour of the unfortunate applicant. 

In my opinion, it would be no more 
appropriate in the exercise of discretion than it 
would be in considering whether the Applicants 
have come within one of the limbs of s. 84 for 
this Court to adopt the role of a town planning 
tribunal and to endeavour to weigh up all of the 
competing factors which bodies such as the 
Council or the AAT may consider. As Adam, 
J. said in Robinson's Case (at p. 285) "the 
Court is not a planning authority". 

Were I to have decided to take town planning 
matters into account, I would not have 
considered the material before me sufficient to 
allow that to be done. The material placed 
before the Council and the AA T was 
considered by those bodies against the 
background of many other town planning 
applications and in the light of principles and 
policies which I have not considered. The 
decisions of those tribunals were based on an 
understanding of the legislative framework 
which has since been radically altered. 

Insofar as there is material before me of 
relevance of town planning issues, it by no 
means satisfies me that it would justify the 
exercise of discretion in favour of the applicant. 
I would have had regard to matters similar to 
those considered by O'Bryan, J. in Application 
by Gentile Nominees Pty. Ltd., unreported 
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judgment; 19 February 1988 at p. 5, and have 
taken the ·view· that there would have been 
inevitable. annoyances and irritations to other 
residents which would flow from approval of 
this proposal· even though it affected only one 
not in the subdivisiorL · · 

' . 
One . further· _consideration. relevant to ·the 

exerci"'e of discretion:is,the ·.~floodgates'' issue 
which I earlier discussed. Whilst the Full Court 
iii Stani's Case--regarded .the• effeclc.'of .a 
favourable decision in• creating·.a precedent-for 
future such· ·applications. :as:: relevant ·.,to 
determining . whether • there ·.was . ~.'substantial 
injury'? under s/84(l)(c),. thilrissue:might also 
be relevant on the question of-discretion.· (See 
Burt, C:J, in"Kort'Pty.'Ltd.: v. Shaw, supra-at 
239.) . _;: .... .... ·"·"···· . .,. ''··· " 

···~ :: • : ~·,.' !,.. • ' • ~ ••• :... •' ·.:::-•. \ 

I have already taken.this.fac(or into account 
and held that the precedent factor did .create 
substaptial. inj)lry . to !he Defendaqts., If, , for 
whatever :reason,' I. w~s· wroni(in finding -th~t 
jurisdictiol,l under · s_,' 84 had . not · b.~en 
established, and ,if I had not tak~n the prece(\~iit 
issue into .account.at that stage, then I would 
have done so on the question ~of discretion: ·· , , 

'Jfie precMeni .issue riow ~ssurries g~e,at~r 
jrnportanc.'? ll)an' it \Vould h~ve at ~~~ tim~ 'v,:Jien 
this ~pplic~tiori 'w#.~rst (iled iti the Court~· The 
CotinCilimd the' AAT, 'a·s I will later' discuss, 
-fu~y now consider 'th~ rembvrtl 6i lnodifi'cation 
<:>f'cov~qants and land which \Y~s, pre'vioitsiy too 
sitiall to allow l( peririit for the e'fecti6n'•Of more 
.. ' ' ,. · ... _- ' ,.,· ''' .... ' '•<'"'"' • ,. i',j'\ 
than' one dwelling·· would flO longer be S<;L .. 

- '·-_. '·i•", 

.. 'rhere,m.iy, lli;s; be mariy such ~pplic~iioo's 
which could be made and almos~ all L?ts ofi, t~e 
subdivision would be of sufficient ·size 'to 
permit such applications ... ' -:i '.. ·::, . .-, • 

In my view it would be highl/appropnate, 
in the:.exeri:ise of my discretion,:to ensure, that 
any such applications' were. c6n§idered in the 
context ?L ~~ ·.'lt ,th~_.,, !<?.W!) . ,,J2l!ll'!ling 
cons1deratwns wh1ch the town · planmng 
tilbunals· taKe iiito ·accouitt:·;A 1decisibn'of this 
Court in favour of this applicatioiFmight ·well 
be 1 caccorded di~pioportiqpa\e: :-.weight:., a~ a 
. precedent, before -those,\cib!uii!ls .. so that, the ,task 
which· ,.Parliament'-, li~s ·:,now,_._ set,, to . tho.se 
tribunals; . ·namely" to; consider·:: both .. to.wn. 
planning issues 'and .-issue& relating. ,only .to 
restriCtive covenants, might· be inhibited:. ,, 
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-· For .all of the. above. reasons,-. had I been 
required to exercise my discretion, I would not 
have done s.o in favour of the Applicants. · 

The Effect of Legislative Changes· 
' . . '· 

, As .has been seen, the position .a~· the time 
when the application . for a : permit was 
considered by the Council and at th,e time when 
these proceedings were commenced in this 
Court was that there was Clear. authority 'from 
decisions' of the"' Court· that .. in· determining 
whether im applicant had made out a case'undet 
one o.f the sub-sections of• s.: 84(1) the Court 
_should have no regard to town planning policies 
'arid '·principles. (See Re Roseblade; · 'Re 
Foenander, supra at ·2045; Re Robinson; supra 
at'285; Re Stani, •supra at p. 6.) There·:was 
some ·acceptance bf the proposition thaHhe 
'court could have regard· to' such matters when, 
having found' that the Applicants had madeo out 
·a··c"ase; 'it 'was ·being ·considered whether in the 
·exercise of the· }e.sidual discretion the ·court 
should-make tlie·ordei'"soiight:' "> 

.; . ' . (, ;·.' ·. . ' :) '· / ·'. - ~: :, 

, ,,Thus,. town, planning,;~onsid_era(ipns; so it 
\Y.as said, were not tl)e pro'{ince of thi.s Court in 
considering the .jurisdiction'. to make an. order 
unde~ s. 84(1) and yet:ihere was also imthoriiy 
for the vleJV, genera,ily' acc~pted ,by .the wlevant 
bodies and trjbunals, ,that the, existence .and 
terms of a restrictive covenant' were to' be 
disregarded· ·by ·the •planni'ng.: bodies •when 
considering planning applications 'siicl) oas .the 
present one: ·(See,-for example; J· & A. Murphy 
& Orsc-v: City of South Mell>ourne,. 5 PABR 64 
and J & EFlynti&cOfs v. .. Shire 'ofBarr_aboo! & 
Anoro'S .. PABR" S8, )::The· situation .;could. then 

, :arise·(aild freque_ntly: did) thanthere c_otildcbe 'a 
'clear 'conflict between town planning ·approvals 
for 'the :usec•permitted on land-:and ·supreme 
·C:ourt·''adjudications .. as. to.:the permitted:.-use 
upon consideration of an application .under 
s. 84(1). The guite remarkable situation could 
thiis'aris'e'(ahi dict' iii R,aGinson·J Cas~)'iliaf' the 
ariiy'u~e 'of!he)in~ 'WhiCh cw&s 'retilliiM by 'the 
pllmiiihg ·~·chetne'¢o~ld be' expiessly'prohil:Jiteil 
~Y 1rr6~~e#~r,: ,';··,t;:.: . · .. :' , .;: .-~ : · 
..- Quite .significant. !>llanges (o- this situa(ion 
have. resulted'.by:_,\lirtue, pf·l<,!gisl&tigq_,~hich 
.came into effect_ after. the Applicants. filed, .thi.s 
appliGation,·:'f)le .,_ques.tiQn: rem~ins Fhe(l)er 
-tho.se .chang!'s.;.haye ,.~ffeqted · the p,ril,lcip]e.s 
relevant to_ this application under s. 84. TJwre is 
no· doubt ••that .the : applicatioq .. falls.: to be 
.co.nsidered ill. terms.. of the .la¥C applicable aqhe 
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time of my hearing and not the law which may 
have applied at the time when the application 
was filed. (See Re Miscamble' s Application, 
supra, at 597; 601.) If the relevant principles 
which I must apply have been altered as a result 
of the legislative changes then the parties must 
accept the advantages or disadvantages which 
those changes have brought to their positions. 

For the Applicants, it is submitted that the 
legislative changes have produced the result 
that this Court should now have regard to Town 
Planning considerations both in determining 
whether the covenant in this case should be 
regarded as obsolete as well as in having regard 
to those considerations when exercising my 
discretion upon being satisfied that the 
Applicants have otherwise established their 
case under one of the categories of s. 84(1). It 

· is said that the fact that the covenant prohibits a 
use of land which the expert Town Planning 
tribunals (in this case the AAT) have deemed to 
be appropriate demonstrates that as a primitive 
town planning device the restrictive covenant 
has outlived its usefulness; the character of the 
neighbourhood and the town planning 
principles now appropriate to regulate the usage 
of land are now so different, so it is said, from 
the time when the covenant was first applied, 
that the covenant is now obsolete. 

For the Defendants, it is submitted that the 
new legislation preserves, intact, the role of 
this Court and that the principles which the 
Court should apply have not been affected, in 
any way, by the legislation. If anything, it is 
said, the fact that there have been created two 
distinct processes for dealing with restrictive 
covenants emphasises the continued relevance 
of the principles which the Court has applied in 
dealing with applications made pursuant to 
s. 84. 

What then have been the legislative changes? 
I have no doubt that Parliament intended that 
by virtue of the passage of the Subdivision Act 
1988 and the Planning and Environ.ment Act 
1987 one result would have been that in 
addition to the process under s. 84, restrictive 
covenants would have been capable of variation 
or removal either by amendment to a Planning 
Scheme made by a Planning Authority or else 
by the grant of a planning permit issued by a 
local Council, the responsible authority. In fact 
it became apparent that the legislation was 
deficient and, arguably, did not achieve that 
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result. The matter was, apparently, put beyond 
doubt as a result of the introduction of the 
Subdivision (Miscellaneous Amendments) Act 
1991 which came into effect on 25 June 1991. I 
say "apparently" because the efficacy of the 
legislation was not argued before me, but, 
rather, was assumed, so I do not decide that 
question. The history of the legislative attempts 
to create a new regime for dealing with 
restrictive covenants and also a discussion of 
the considerations which have been held to be 
relevant by the Court in dealing with s. 84 
applications, on the one hand, and those which 
have been and might be regarded as relevant by 
town planning tribunals, on the other, may be 
found in a very helpful article by Ms Joycey 
Tooher, Lecturer in Law, Monash University, 
"Restrictive Covenants and Public Planning 
Legislation - Should the Landowner Feel 
'Touched and Concerned'?", (1992) 9 
E.P.L.J. 63. 

The 1991 Act amended both the Subdivision 
Act and the Planning and Environment Act. In 
broad terms, the scheme is as follows. Section 
23(1) of the Subdivision Act now provides that 
where a planning scheme or a permit vary or 
remove a restrictive covenant then, in 
accordance with the planning scheme or permit 
and with the Planning and Environment Act, a 
certified plan must be lodged for registration at 
the Office of Titles by the Council or person 
benefiting by that removal or variation. At the 
same time s. 60(2). of the Planning and 
Environment Act, as amended, provides that 
such a permit may not be granted unless the 
owners of any land which had hitherto 
benefited from the covenant had been shown to 
the satisfaction of the responsible authority to 
be unlikely to suffer: 

(a) financial loss; or 

(b) loss of amenity; or 

(c) loss arising from change to the character 
of the neighbourhood; or 

(d) any other material detriment-

as a result of the removal or variation pf the 
restriction. 

Section 60(2) provides for the. situation 
where a benefited landowner may ·consent to 
the variation or removal of a restriction. The 
legislation provides, also, a mechanism for the 
amendment of a planning scheme without the 
obligation to comply with s. 60(2). 

© 1992 CCH Australia limited 
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F\lrthermore,;:Wp<;J;Y. t4ere has been~n el<i~\ing, ,,-app!i'd to · app\i~>J.(ions Ul}de.r:,.s, ?4.i ~ohit§ 
non-q0mpliance-,.with a,poyen~nt for mpre .\IJajJ , equiy'!lel)t; .-for <i!?O. year~.': I\lsOf8[_.,,~,s --~h'i 
two ye'ar~,s-: (j0(2)J!light.also be avoi!;l~<,l. .. T!Wr~ :• ,app~o~sh.;.,,of· _.!!Je,,.;.CQ]lrt~ • -.in .. c;At!sl;r~\\~, , 1)1} 
mus,t l;le f!J,_l appi}~(\!)OJ,_l.,lpade {or, a pe!p1i( a~ the_ c ~pnsi,c!e.rjqg,suy,l).app.\i~~\i\ms, Iia,s b,e.<(n n9t~I?J,<t 
same time ,as·. application. was made for !he for -what the.· authors Broadbent and Neave.have 
iemo\'3,! ot !J:I~'l-estrisiiori of a,covyi!~t, ~,;en · 9~ser\ie~'tq ;b,<::::~#tFn'i.e- ~<?n~e!Jatist?':::~s~J; 
tliollgh th¢ :iihirinill!{ scheiriy ,mig~( permit_~ use .. -A.J: B~ild_br?~~. ~M:~:.{\: ,l'/.e1lye,_/ ')'j~~efhepf~ 
of lap1 whiSh Jh~ .c?\'eilal1t P~?:~Ibits. Th~s 1~~\ .•. ~~- ~~-stlfc,t\V.e_C~Y,~n\I~W- Il);{\'-!sHll,l~~ p ~80) 
provisiOn ensures tharthe ments of removmg or · at 379) · tllen ·Parliament has ·not· sought· to 
varying a' covenant ri:irist bi,-assess~d agiiinst the . 'impose -a hldre"radical.'~pp<da'dil'; •'gi'vliig 'less 
weight of any obje~t!ons which arb raised:.,,,. '- : - emphasi{'tii ifropnetary 'pghts -~n.a•conttacttiai 
.. As. ~~y ~f -~~~~;):;·,6~~21 ieq~iris :rd~t?i~ :to -- d~\"~t~ai~~~~ :~e (~~rt~'!:- , .''';:; ·::.' ':. ', _ ", : : : 

i:Je tl!k~n _ .- _mto ,- .a~~oppt \>~ ,th_e . __ .re~pQI\Siblt; _ , , In my opinion, Jar,from the recent)~gislative 
authority w_hich ~e :diffe[enJ, 'in tlie.il; t~hris; to . amendments havlng.~:art'ered. i!le'_ iole of,this 
those set oufin''s:· 84(i),"iilthoiigh','of'coui:se; Court' iifvaried tile 'pri~~fpies which it sh~uld 
there could be some incidental overlap. The apply to applicatiomi:-sfichlas·-:thatrnow 'before 
responsible authority is specifically directed to me they have by their silence affifi!led ,the 
consider the factor of financial 19ss although maintenance of the_ pr_inciples . which_, have 
that has been held to be, at the highest, not a hitherto ···applied. 'Whether"ctne''opporttiility _ 
sJ.eterminlJ.tiye, _f\l_Ct<)r Hn~~-r -~' ,84 /~~Y Re Coo~~' .. proyide,d ,.tq deye.l9per~ .,tq ,, ,1\pPlY ,. to., local 
supra at 810),and Jher~ Is_no r~ference to the Councils .. for tlie_,·removal ... or-- variation .. of 
question of the covenanr'beinif obsolete. : . . r~stricdve' covenants wiil.~edult in iess such 

In all of this legislati\'e activity the role of applications being 'rriad6 to this C'ourdii was 
ihe: Supihhe' 'Ciiu!f· ui)dei'- ;i:" 84-'\vas left ~iiggested ihat'this may be ·one of the Iast cases 
tiiltouched:··· Iii·' fhe'se'''6ircuinshinces' "the'' only' to • oe-:brought : before' the-• Court) ··Is·· of· no 
conclusion which might be reached is that,'- ·'.relevance toAhis :.-application.· The. principles 
insofar ~~ the n!"~ ~~gis\a!i\'e _syheme,,m~nj{e$~lL, 1 ~P,P.\i<;~ble .tQ ,th,ose,p,~eftribun~ls ru:_e n~t those 
the .intention of, th~ ~arliamyfll_.\O, prJl','i.de, ,a., _'')'li~ch ,. applY,.l\1, th}S S?~rt ,I.n c;Pnsjden~,g the 
proce~~ .. _ fqC.yariation, ,ancL;or ,re':']qv~l. ()f :;; T,ff~_c\pf..~-~4 ~ng P,~\I~f!!~!lt h~s no,~ ~ought to 
restrictiVe CQVpl;Jat1tS. ,\Yhic\1. S(Jecj_fical!y takes . a~)1\eVe a ~~f~ererttresult: .. . . , 'il , , . 

t()w~, j)lil!lnj?~ .. t~f\Qi~ : }itt9 · ~(;counl:<)~~, 'Orde;s , ._ , :" , " , : , ,·, ·;;.,. "-· , .· , . 
].>arham~nt has, nonetheless seen a contmumg . _ . , . .. . , . _ _ _ __ .. 
role for the i:1aluatlon of i!ie modern relevaric~~ 'rh~ lipplica:tion sh~n' be' dismissed:_ I _wjl! 
of such covenants according to the well hear counsel for the parties on the question Of 
established principles which the Court has costs. : .. \. .-, .. ', ",,_,_ . "-:r·: · "•'; 

----------~~'•.7!<.."..-; ;\~;)', :,\ ?\3,":ov:.; 1;;. :~;;·.--~·;,,;~ ":i'> 
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Jud-ment'delivered24June1992 · ,.,: · .. , ·1. '':··' · --"' '----" · -"-- ''-· 

. , )~~:~eilti~:ftiti,~~lo~ ~~, ,, .. -) · .. -_.,-. ':,:''1,': ;: ~.' :~:;J :·:~ _'::;.; ~~-- ' ,. ...~<·: :' • ~.:' ,, ' 
Conveyancing - Real estate agent given sole agency to sell ,property "T.",-Syndica(e, 
introdw;edtq prop~rty wifhin per;i.o_d of.sole agency -:c;- ,Syndicate subsequently formed into 
i:dirqiany which' enters ihtd cbrliraJt"foi· salt,,,_ Vendor refuses to pay commission -

· ; . County. Cour;t -Judge finds-in favour' of ageilcy .:,-,;Vendor appeals: .:·:Whether,. agency 
entitled to eommission. -... · ~.- , ,.-. 1•. .. ·· ·' · •. ·.~. _,. ;_::;i, ·.-,\::~ ·JI·. 

The respondent, a real estate agency, had a written authorisation 'and 'sole"~-agency 
agreement with the appellant for 60 days to sell a property. ;I'he property" was sold in thi~time 
to H Pty Ltd. The respondent claimed commission pursuant to the agreement and a Judge of 
the Comity Co11r~ gave judg~en.tJr)t!i favour )>:it~ .dawilge,~ In.. ~he natm::e of, int~xest, '(he 
Veit~~r. a_~p~~~~~"~- . ·. -~ · .. :: , ·. ..·. ·, --~~~~- . ; ·;. ,i:_.: .. _-_-~ ;;, . i .,~-. ·~ .··_',~·:;:;~~ .;> ~· :·~,r; ,-;~~-;~~:-~~-;,;:~ '. ~- ~: :~';i~~:.ri·;,,,. ;_~[j -r: 

The appellant con.tended that the resp()gdent was: 119t en.title£! t~n;w:nmissiQn p1,1rsu~t t!!, 
the agreement.on the.J>asis that it did ~Qt·jntro!ll!ce ff.~Y .Lt_d1,w!ti~h i!~as;,~WUA;el\i~te!l~e 
l(ictorian-.Conveyancil;tg Law and Practice 


